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an evil scientist invents the "mewtwo project" which is intended to create the world's strongest
pokemon using a clone of mew. mewtwo is able to read people's minds and is used to attack

pokemon trainers. a young pokemon trainer, ash ketchum, and his friends, misty and brock, are
able to escape the lab. on their way to the home of professor oak, they encounter the

mysterious mewtwo who tells them to come to mt. coronet. however, the pokemon trainers get
captured by team rocket who are also after the same mewtwo. at mt. coronet, giovanni the
team rocket leader reveals that he is the one who created mewtwo and that he had used

mewtwo to destroy the lab. ash and his friends are able to escape mt. coronet with the help of
giovanni and his pokemon and reach the lab where ash and the others confront mewtwo, but

before they can defeat him, giovanni is blasted away by his own pokemon and the lab explodes.
ash and his friends are now left with a choice: stay in the lab and try to find a way to stop
mewtwo, or go back to their hometown. 40 years ago, a celebi was being attacked by a

pokemon hunter. luckily, a young boy named sammy saved celebi. using its time traveling
power, celebi transported himself and sammy 40 years into the future. there, ash, misty, and

brock assist sammy to the healing lake in the forest so they can heal the wounded celebi.
unfortunately an evil team rocket member, viscious a.k.a. the iron masked marauder, tries to

capture celebi using his technology. as ash and co. try to get away from viscious, they also run
into jessie, james, and meowth, who also want to capture celebi. soon it becomes a race against
time to get celebi and sammy back to the forest before celebi is caught and is used to destroy

the forest and themselves.
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a group of scientists are working with the dna of a rare pokemon, mew, to create the world's
strongest pokemon, mewtwo. not wanting to be used as an experiment, mewtwo uses its
psychic powers in a violent rage to destroy the scientists who created it. mewtwo then tries to

learn how to focus its powers with the aid of giovanni, the man who funded the scientists'
operations, but discovers that it is being used again. so mewtwo decides to find its own purpose
in life, and carry out its revenge on humans by destroying life on earth by using a deadly storm.

ash ketchum and a group of other pokemon trainers are summoned by mewtwo to have a
battle with it, but they soon discover that they're only being invited so mewtwo can clone their
pokemon for its own purposes. ash then tries to find a way to stop mewtwo's plot before it can
be carried out. a team of scientists use the dna of a rare pokemon, mew, to create the world's

strongest pokemon, mewtwo. not wanting to be used as an experiment, mewtwo uses its
psychic powers in a violent rage to destroy the scientists who created it. mewtwo then tries to

learn how to focus its powers with the aid of giovanni, the man who funded the scientists'
operations, but discovers that it is being used again. so mewtwo decides to find its own purpose
in life, and carry out its revenge on humans by destroying life on earth by using a deadly storm.

ash ketchum and a group of other pokemon trainers are summoned by mewtwo to have a
battle with it, but they soon discover that they're only being invited so mewtwo can clone their
pokemon for its own purposes. ash then tries to find a way to stop mewtwo's plot before it can

be carried out. 5ec8ef588b
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